
C O R P O R A T E  P R O J E C T S



Vondom´s challenge has been to inspire life in every piece, achieving a natural balance between the environ-

ment, shapes, and forms. This philosophy is transferred throughout our creations and our designer culture repre-

sents our key to success and a guideline in every step we take.

We introduce a series of corporate and institutional projects where the Vondom collections have managed to 

create a multidisciplinary work environment that stands out for its versatility and a modern and welcoming style.

OUR PASSION IS DESIGN



FINANCIAL WEST I China

An office space that serves as a platform for six business hubs. The futuristic 

design with soft tones stands out against the wooden textures and finishes, 

giving life to a sophisticated indoor atmosphere. Near the entrance, the And 

collection by Fabio Novembre is the perfect welcome for visitors.

Year 2015

Location Xian, China

Collection And

Design Stephen Chan

Photography Zhang Lin

+more

https://www.vondom.com/atmospheres/financial-wester-town/
https://www.vondom.com/es/atmospheres/municipio-financiero-oeste/


AND by Fabio Novembre



AND by Fabio Novembre



GREAT ORMOND STREET London | England

Founded in 1852, Great Ormond Street was the first children’s hospital in 

England. With four key areas, they are pioneers in researching and treating 

pediatric disorders. The decor stands out for its clean design featuring white 

hues that contrast with details in bright colors. Its exhibition halls are furni-

shed with Voxel by Karim Rashid.

+more

Year 2020

Location London, England

Collection Voxel

https://www.vondom.com/atmospheres/great-ormond-street-hospital/


VOXEL by Karim Rashid 



ICEX OFFICES Madrid | Spain

The modern building that houses ICEX in Madrid invites visitors to explore the 

evolution of business knowledge, from past to present. The outdoor common 

areas are fitted with the collections Stones by Stefano Giovannoni and Elisa 

Gargan and Faz by Ramón Esteve.

Year 2017

Location Madrid, Spain

Collection Stones, Faz



STONES by Stefano Giovannoni and Elisa Gargan  · FAZ by Ramón Esteve



KOKAI STUDIO Shanghai | China

+more

The renowned architecture studio has selected the designs Wall Street by Eu-

geni Quitllet and Faz by Ramón Esteve to furnish the outdoor terrace at its 

office building. The resulting multi-purpose space serves as a meeting point 

and a place for taking a break. The result is a casual, relaxed atmosphere.

Year 2016

Location Shanghai, China

Collection Wall Street, Faz

Design Kokai Studio

Photography Filippo Gabbiani 

& Andrea Destefanis

https://www.vondom.com/atmospheres/kokai-studio/


WALL STREET by Eugeni Quitllet · FAZ by Ramón Esteve



GOOGLE OFFICES Tel Aviv | Israel

The finishing touch for the ideal Google setting is the meticulous decor of its 

offices. A perfect example is the Tel Aviv location, which stretches out across 

eight floors in the Electra high-rise, each featuring a different yet homoge-

neous concept. Minimalist spaces, bright colors, views of the Mediterranean 

and areas bursting with nature are just some of the distinctive features. The 

Stones collection by Stefano Giovannoni and Elisa Gargan plays an impor-

tant role in the creative design.

Year 2014

Location Tel Aviv, Israel

Collection Stones

Design Camenzind Evolution



STONES by Stefano Giovannoni & Elisa Gargan 



STONES by Stefano Giovannoni & Elisa Gargan 



PHILIPS OFFICES Shanghai | China

The renowned multinational has a large campus located in the Jing’an finan-

cial district. Its offices bring back traditional decor that showcases wooden 

textures and neutral tones. The main concept is centered on vast spaces with 

large windows in which the light and the views are the undisputed stars. The 

elegant rooftop terrace is furnished with the Pedrera collection designed by 

Eugeni Quitllet.

Year 2019

Location Shanghai, China

Collection Pedrera, Mari-Sol

Design Aotu architecture



PEDRERA by Eugeni Quitllet  · MARI-SOL by Eugeni Quitllet



ROOFTOOP OFFICE Ra’anana I Israel

+more

The city with the best quality of life in Israel has a well-defined financial dis-

trict. It is home to companies with a creative outdoor design like this project. 

Covering more than 900 m2, the rooftop is also a place for reflection that ser-

ves as a meeting point between two corporations. Smooth, natural materials 

are paired with a minimalist decor to break away from the traditional con-

cepts that define most work settings.

Year 2020

Location Ra’anana, Israel

Collection Jut, Kes, Stones, 

ULM, Africa, Frame

Design Shira Lavi BD

https://www.vondom.com/atmospheres/rooftop-office/


STONES by Stefano Giovannoni & Elisa Gargan



JUY by Studio Vondom · ULM by Ramón Esteve



SAP OFFICES Istanbul | Turkey

+more

As the market leader in enterprise application software, SAP’s offices are an 

exercise in creativity, comfort and cultural legacy. The design features organic 

materials, shapes and colors inspired by nature. The Faz flowerpots by Ra-

món Esteve help create this welcoming atmosphere.

Year 2020

Location Istanbul, Turkey

Collection Faz

Design Mimaristudio

https://www.vondom.com/atmospheres/offices-sap/


FAZ by Ramón Esteve



TORRE REFORMA Mexico DF | Mexico

+more

Torre Reforma is a high-rise located on Paseo de la Reforma, a wide avenue 

in Mexico City, which is the most important economic hub in Latin America. 

The building’s avant-garde design is defined by the presence of natural light 

in every corner. This unique setting is furnished with the collections Adan 

by Teresa Sapey, And by Fabio Novembre, Bones by Ludovica + Roberto 

Palomba, Voxel by Karim Rashid, the Blow sofa designed by Stefano Giova-

nonni and the Bum Bum table by Eugeni Quitllet.

Year 2020

Location Mexico DF, Mexico

Collection Adan, And, Blow, 

Bum Bum, Bones, Voxel

Design LBR&A Arquitectos

Arquitech Richard Meier & 

Partners

https://www.vondom.com/atmospheres/project-reforma-towers-mexico/
https://www.vondom.com/es/atmospheres/proyecto-torre-reforma-mexico/


VOXEL by Karim Rashid · ADAN by Teresa Sapey



ADAN by Teresa Sapey · BONES by Ludovica + Roberto Palomba



AND by Fabio Novembre



BLOW by Stefano Giovannoni · Bum Bum by Stefano Giovannoni



PROCONSI BUILDING León I Spain

Proconsi is a tech company specialized in developing and integrating IT solu-

tions for an array of businesses. It selected several Vondom collections for its 

new facility with the goal of using decor to convey the values that define its 

brand universe: dynamism, innovation and creativity.

Year 2013

Location León, Spain

Collection Lava, Surf, Rest, Jut, Vertex

Design Homelike



LAVA by Karim Rashid



REST by A-cero · SURF by Karim Rashid



FEDISA SCHOOL Johannesburgo I South Af rica

Devised by Urban Design & Build, Fedisa Fashion School was created as a tool 

that would give a voice to students who wanted to gain experience in the 

world of fashion. With this in mind, their facilities include interactive and ins-

pirational spaces that are focused on fostering creativity above all. Vondom, a 

Spanish furniture brand, can be found in the center’s library in the form of the 

And collection designed by Fabio Novembre.

Year 2020

Location Johannesburgo, Sudáfrica 

Collection And

+more

https://www.vondom.com/atmospheres/school-fashion-fedisa/
https://www.vondom.com/es/atmospheres/proyecto-torre-reforma-mexico/


AND by Fabio Novembre



FINEST COWORKING Hong Kong I China

A comprehensive co-working facility for designers in Hong Kong that offers the 

best solutions for meetings, networking, events, and presentations. The decor 

has a European style, and the more than six shared spaces are fitted with pie-

ces that include the Sabinas chairs in red and white by Javier Mariscal, and the 

Delta table by Eugeni Quitllet.

Year 2013

Location Hong Kong, China

Collection Sabinas, Mari-Sol, Curvada



SABINAS by Javier Mariscal · MARI-SOL by Eugeni Quitllet



SABINAS by Javier Mariscal · MARI-SOL by Eugeni Quitllet



LAVAZZA HEADQUARTERS Paris I France

Ramón Esteve’s Faz collection fills the common areas at the headquarters 

of the French group Lavazza, an internationally renowned coffee brand. The 

result is proof of Vondom’s chameleon-like ability to create a functional yet 

welcoming atmosphere, both indoors and outdoors. 

Year 2020

Location Paris, France

Collection Faz

Arquitech Isidoro Mastronardi



FAZ by Ramón Esteve



HEAD OFFICE Suzhou I China

Located in one of China’s most important technology parks, Sozhou Bozhong 

Center has created an environmentally-friendly work space that caters to we-

ll-being. With this in mind, elements such as the earth, water and wind have 

been paired with bold furniture that includes pieces from the collections And 

by Fabio Novembre and Ufo by Ora Ïto.

Year 2017

Location Suzhou, China

Collection And, Ufo



UFO by Ora Ïto



PRIZEOTEL Erfurt I Germany

+more

This young hotel chain teamed up with Karim Rashid to open its sixth esta-

blishment in Germany, offering exclusiveness and comfort at a competitive 

price. The perfect alternative for all types of guests, from the most discerning 

to the most functional. In line with the designer’s style, the eclectic aesthetic 

is his signature and he reflects this through the use of contrasting colors and 

prints. There is a yellow Voxel in the conference room. 

Year 2019

Location Erfurt, Germany

Collection Voxel

Arquitech Karim Rashid

https://www.vondom.com/atmospheres/prizeotel/


VOXEL by Karim Rashid



TRADE BUSINESS Warsaw I Poland

The Warsaw Financial Center is an impressive office building located in the 

Polish capital, and it houses some of the leading entities from the banking 

and legal sectors. A bench from the And collection by Fabio Novembre 

stands proudly by the main entrance.

Year 2017

Location Warsaw, Poland

Collection And



AND by Fabio Novembre



SOHO TRADE CENTER Shanghai I China

+more

Soho Fuxing Plaza is an office building with more than 95,000 m2, located in 

the heart of Shanghai. An attractive blend of tradition and modern design, 

in which materials such as aluminum and stone are intertwined to highli-

ght the design. Adding a fresh feel and unique style, the Stones collection 

consists of flowerpots, sofa, armchair and coffee table designed by Stefano 

Giovannoni and Elisa Gargan.

Year 2016

Location Shanghai, China

Collection Stones

Design GMP Arquitefctura-AIM 

Arquitech Kengo Kuma

https://www.vondom.com/atmospheres/soho/


STONES by Stefano Giovannoni y Elisa Gargan



VONDOM OFFICES  Valencia I Spain

Vondom’s new location features a minimalist design defined by white hues, 

spacious areas, straight lines and vast windows that transform natural light 

into an essential part of the decor. Many of its own collections can be found 

throughout the facility, such as Frame, Vela, Píxel, Tablet and Faz by Ramón 

Esteve, as well as the Love collection by Eugeni Quitllet and Adan by Teresa 

Sapey. A refined work environment.

Year 2020

Location Valencia, Spain

Collection Frame, Tablet, Faz, 

Adan, Love, Pixel, Vela



PIXEL by Ramón Esteve · FRAME by Ramón Esteve · LOVE by Eugeni Quitllet



PIXEL by Ramón Esteve · ADAN by Teresa Sapey



 FAZ by Ramón Esteve 



TABLET by Ramón Esteve



Our projects do not end there, discover other of our collections that will 

make each office a unique and exclusive place.

RECOMMENDATIONS OUR PASSION IS DESIGN



FAZ WOOD by Ramón Esteve



UFO by Ora Ïto · BLANCA by Javier Mariscal
BONES by Ludovica + Roberto Palomba · MARI-SOL by Eugeni Quitllet



GATSBY by Ramón Esteve



FAZ by Ramón Esteve



VOXEL by Karim Rashid · DELTA by Eugeni Quitllet



MARQUIS by Estudi{H}ac



AFRICA by Eugeni Quitllet · MARI-SOL by Eugeni Quitllet



TABLET by Ramón Esteve



D E S I G N S  W I T H  A  S O U L

vondom.com

https://www.facebook.com/VONDOMSPAIN/
https://www.instagram.com/vondomslu/
https://twitter.com/VONDOMSpain
https://www.linkedin.com/company/33517504/admin/
https://www.vondom.com/es/

